Retrofit Street Lighting

Adding a little warmth...

Here at Carbon Reduction Technology we know that one size
does not fit all.
Our lighting engineers will work with you to fully survey the
assets included in your lighting upgrade project and ensure that
the correct orientation, lens, colour temperature and wattage
are designated for every individual housing.

The RFX2 gear tray is light, compact and suitable for retrofitting
into almost any lighting housing. The gear tray comes with a
correctly sized mounting plate, allowing the engineer to install
directly into the old housing with no further tailoring necessary.
We are also able to offer assistance with replacement seals if
required.

The RFX2 retrofit is designed for comfort and can be specified from 2,200°K to
5,000°K, matching your environmental designs and overcoming the normal
dissatisfaction often seen with ‘blue’ spectrum LED light. The LED array is tightly
packed and evenly distributed via optics to avoid internal cluster reflections and
upwards illumination.

Retrofitting a CE marked gear tray into a CE marked housing does not
immediately result in a certified end product. Carbon Reduction Technology’s
carefully constructed process allows us to recertify your original housing
following installation.
RFX2 is designed to match the IP standard of the original fitting and once
installed the complete unit will meet all British and EU regulatory standards.

Retrofitting offers an exclusive opportunity to reduce both the upfront cost and
carbon footprint of your lighting upgrade project.
On an operational basis, the efficiency of the RFX2 usually allows for an average
energy and carbon emissions reduction of 65% to 75%.

Carbon Reduction Technology’s RFX2 gear tray retrofits quickly and easily into
any lantern housing and provides a uniquely flexible solution to reducing the
total cost of ownership of heritage style street lights.
RFX2 utilises premium lighting components and the light source is precisely
engineered, ensuring maximum uniformity and efficacy. A wide range of power
outputs means the minimum energy is consumed to meet your specific lighting
requirements.
Energy savings easily meet Salix funding requirements.

Carbon Reduction Technology uses only the best LEDiL optics, covering the full spectrum of possible road
geometry. Shaped, directional beams maximise useful light output and minimise cost. All Carbon
Reduction Technology products are rigorously and independently tested, and we guarantee the results,
both in optical performance and long-term durability.
The following photometrics are a small sample of the optical configurations available:

For a full range of photometry, IES files and UMSUG codes, please visit: crt.lighting/IES

Retrofitting can be the ideal answer to reducing the cost, carbon footprint and waste associated with
a lighting upgrade project; however, installing a new gear tray into an original housing without the
appropriate certification in place can result in an end product which does not carry a valid CE mark.
Carbon Reduction Technology have independently certified procedures in place which allow
recertification of your housings upon installation of the new gear tray. Installation can still be carried
out by your own engineers. Where required, we also offer on the job training for your engineers.
Recertification comes at no additional cost and is fully included within the
scope of your project.

If a lantern doesn’t meet minimum standards for retrofitting and isn’t
suitable for refurbishment or repair, it will need to be replaced.
Carbon Reduction Technology now carries a range of housing styles, all of
which come pre-fitted with the RFX2 gear tray, which can be used (where
appropriate) to supplement retrofit projects.
Find out more: crt.lighting/kingswood

69.5mm

Every RFX2 gear tray and mounting plate comes sized and oriented, ready to
remove from the box and install directly into the housing with minimal fuss.

We use only high quality components and proven, long-life LEDS. RFX2 is
expected to achieve 109,000 operational hours and we offer a five year full
replacement warranty as standard, with extended warranties available.

RFX2 comes with built in surge protection. More information available upon
request.

RFX2 offers a futureproof design which is compatible with a range of sensors,
an existing CMS system and is suitable for retrospective connection to future
Smart City lighting control software.

System Power

LED Quantity

Current

Light Source

Lumen Output

UMSUG Code

10w

8

350 mA

XPG3

1350

4200100000100

14w

12

350 mA

XPG3

2030

4200140000100

20w

12

500 mA

XPG3

2800

4200200000100

25w

8

900 mA

XPG3

3010

4200250002100

28w

12

700 mA

XPG3

3660

4200280000100

36w

12

900 mA

XPG3

4510

4200360000100

42w

12

1050 mA

XPG3

5120

4200420000100

55w

12

1400 mA

XPG3

6250

4200550000100

53w

12

1400 mA

XPL2

6750

4200530000100

69w

12

1750 mA

XPL2

8130

4200690000100

82w

12

2100 mA

XPL2

9030

4200820000100

106w

24

1400 mA

XPL2

13490

2x 4200530000100

138w

24

1750 mA

XPL2

16250

2x 4200690000100

Colour Temperature (°K)
Range

Morning Sunrise

Warm White

Neutral White

Cool White

2200˚K

3000˚K

3900˚K

5000˚K

Input Voltage

90 - 264 Vac

Key Features

Input Frequency

47 - 63 Hz

2kg

Operating Temp

-20°C to +80°C

IP66

Working Humidity

0 to 95%

IK08

CRI Tj °C

Ra > 80

EMC, LDV, RoHs, Eco Design

LED Lifespan

109,000

CE Certified (including housing)

Warranty

5 Years (extended warranties are available)

Vibration Tested

Photocells

CE Approved to UK standards

Thermal & Surge Protection
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